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should come in, la my opinion, after the chapter on *ontessorl Principles

HSm&iaQBLL MS) BLAXlQHAu
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«sprinted from "¿balnlcana"
♦'
♦
"%peri»ental psychologists have long looked upon rational psychology
|
with s jaundiced eye, dismissing it «a too theoretical. Hov they are
discovering that too such that is being unearthed in the laboratory and
the clinic is inexplicable or fragmentary without reference to cosraon
principles % much of what fraud and idler and Jung have to say lacks solid
4»
|
foundation. % n y psychologists are taking a second look at the psychology
that has been developed with painstaking cars over the last 2500 years."
it seems to be a fashion among psychologists of the present day to start
a

off by decrying rational psychology as out-aeded, not to say defunct.

%ving

don» this they proceed to write chapters on reason, imagination, memory,
attention, etc., as if nothing had happened,

is frofsssor ¿pearaan remarks

somewhere, "the faculties have a way of losing every battle but always winnlng the war «

kfctich goes to show that there must have been something in

rational psychology which was fundamentally true.

It is not likely, on the

face of it, that the introspective and analytical genius of so many philoso
phers from Aristotle to Aant should have boon completely on the wrong tack I
Actually the conception of the soul according to Aristotle and the
Scholastics is much more in a line with $ > m l o psychology than is generally
supposed,

for them the soul was a spiritual principle, and as such was some0
thing "simple," that la incapable of being divided into parts. <fod there*
t
fore, by definition, the faculties of the soul could never by separate
entitles, but were rather modes of activity,

knowledge, will and appetite

were never thought of as separated in reality with philosophers like % i n t
Thomas Quines.

%

the other hand, it needs no groat introspective acumen

to realise that whan a person, with eyes d o se d, is giving himself up to the

P. 2
enjoyment of the scent of honeysuckle on a summer availing that the faculty
of sense (small) is occupying the spotlight of consciousness, while the
■ 4k

j|%

,*

knowing and willing faculties are in the background.

Similarly, at other

times the knowing faculty may be to the fora; and other times, the will.
suggest, as some do, that the undeniable discoveries which have been made by
m o d e m psychologists have rendered valueless the whole of traditional psychol
ogy would be as foolish as, to quote *illiam lames, "to empty out the baby

A priori, then, we should expect to find that a
t Mi||
method of education which m s s based by experiment solidly and squarely on
with the bath water*

the true nature of man would fit in with the new psychology as well as the
old*

And ae it does*

TOU HOMAN frg&ftQff
¿ristotle, the greatest of the rational psychologists, defines man as
a rational animal— a definition which has been endorsed by
generation.

3 ionI

*M»at a piece of work is man!

f'

How like a godl

of reason' *.

%

every subsequent

How noble in reason and apprehen-

*.

Hem different from the 'beast that lacks discourse

striking contrast to many of her contemporaries Maria Mantes-

sari insists, like Shakespeare, on this unique gift of man as
him from the animals.

% k a , for instance, this rather surprising quotation
it
from % e ¿Secret of Childhood»
baby starts from nothing' it is an actlvo being going forward by its
own powers,

let us go straight to the point.

% e axis round which the

%

a.

internal working revolves is reason.

Such reason must be looked upon

es a natural creative function that little by little buds and develops
and assumes concrete fora from the images it absorbs from the environ
ment.

Here is the irresistible force, the primordial energy.

fall et once into pattern at the service of reason.

Images

It is in the

service of reason that the child first absorbs such images....
or again:
She child is passing from nothingness to a beginning.

he is

bringing into being that most previous gift which gives nan his superiority— reason.

%

this road he goes forward long boforo his tiny foot

can carry forward his body.

tm hqm* xnFoans tag bob ?
It was the scholastic doctrine that nan ia a being those very nature is
a compound of two different elements, spirit and natter.

8» is not a pure

spirit who has dropped, temporarily and by mistake, into a material world,
hampered therefore by a body, and waiting for the moment when he can escape,
the doctrine of the resurrection of the body elearly indicates that the true
nature of man is a compound of body and soul.

So theory with regard to the

inter-relation of these two elements could better express the principles be
hind ft*. Montessori»8 practice in dealing with young children.
of the

her doctrine

Incarnation of Han" (not re-incarnation, if you will please
|
|
$ 41 •
note!) is based precisely on this most intimate relation between the soul
&
and body.
quota from what we have written elsewhere*
"Progressive

% e new-born child ia "incompletely incarnated.

ftilike most of

the higher animals which are b o m with a marvelously complete, bat
instinctive power of carrying out complicated actions (directed to
instinctive ends) the ¡neonate ia comparatively helpless.
♦
-,ii, . \, t .
U n i t e d powers of nuseular co-ordination.

he has very
*■ • '
!'■;

% i * apparent inferiority is however really the mark of the child1a
superiority.

her. and this is she fundamental point of which ft*. Montessori

Insists and upon which ell her praetiee is based. nan»» nature consists
in the perfect union of body and soul, not the soul of the animal completely
dependent on the matter of its body, but an Immaterial, rational, super*
sensitive soul,

her observations on very small children, even before they

P.
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service of reason that the child first absorbs such images*

can talk or walk, have lad bar to believe that the vary small child Is oftan
at a disadvantage, because adults do not realise tnat it is .a being wno
possesses knowing and willing faculties great out of all proportion to ita
power of expression,

therefore It la the duty of parent and teacher not

only to foster the physical growth of the ehild, and help it to acquire ordered
physical experience, but also to enable it to perfect the relation between
soul and body, ao that the latter becomes the apt instrument and means of
expression of the former.

$hla is the reason why Jfa*. Hontessori has Intro*

duced into her classes those original "%ercises in Practical U f a " ao of tan
I
*
f
misunderstood by out8iders, but bo beloved by the children themselves* % e y
are many and various.

% e y include, for example, one series of actions

directed to the care of the person* washing hands, doing one's hair, clean**
ing shoes, ete.* another, directed to the care of the environment' dusting,
sweeping, scrubbing; a third, to the "lessons in Grace and Courtesy,* and
Ijp
t
many others of a similar kind*
Of deep significance In connection with these is the teacher's duty in
presenting to the children what A?* hontessori aptly desorlbas "foie logical
t *.

* .

Analysis of hovements. * % every explicated action, such as opening and
♦ 9
shutting a door, there is a logical sequence of subsidiary actions which
collectively make the whole, and this sequence cannot be neglected without
confusion and loss of grace.

For example, it ia no use pulling the door to*

wards you until you have finished turning the handle.
analysis is always the same.

*he principle ia this

3ha light of reason is brought to bear on these

actions, transfusing them with §fi intelligence which relates all the parts
in logical order.

% e s e distinctions may seem trivial to us, but are not

so to a child of three or four, who finds such a deep interest in them that
he will repeat the actions again and again, ever more perfectly, and with a
sense of increasing power.

In this way the child's aotor*forces are gathered
i
together and co-ordinated towards reasonable ends, and order replaces disorder.

P* 5
filiation between the ¿eases and intellect
In &XX the Noatessori sensory occupations the child is busy composing
and decomposing groups of objects which fora carefully graded or contrasting
series.

And as he arranges and re-arranges then his mind forms ever more

clear notions with regard to such ideas as length» breadth» color» tone» geo
metric forms» and the like.

% i s is a practical application of *»t. Ihoaas1

oft-repeated dictum that the human mind knows "by composition and division.9
It is important to realise that the child*s mind is as active during these
operations as his hands.
% e clearly defined images which the children derive from these graded
sensory materials become to them as \ e ys which open up new realms in the
world around them.

% e s e clearly defined images fora what the scholastics

called the

phantasms» from which the child*s intellect derives correspondI
f
ing ideas» equally clear. % o s e conversant with Aristotelian psychology will
•t ;

recognise in these examples of *ontessorl method a familiar principle*
Nothing is in the intellect which was not first in the senses.

%

% . $ioaas

expands the notion*
% e r e are three degrees of the cognitive faculty.

% e r e is first

the act of the corporeal organ» i.e. the sense» which knows
particulars) secondly» the power» which is neither the act of the
bodily organ nor conjoined with corporeal matter» and such is the
intellect of angels» the object of which is form as it exists
without matter; and thirdly» there la the human intellect» which
stands midway between the other two» which is the form of a body»
although not the act of a bodily organ...d» must therefore admit
that our intellect knows material things by abstractions from
phantasms) and that by material things so considered it becomes la
some manner able to understand immaterial things.

8b words could better describe the mental processes which, to the observer,
appear to be talcing place in the minds of the children as they work spontane
ously with the various didactic materials in the kcntessori school.

Ihere

are indeed moments of sudden intellectual expansion in the lives of these
tiny scholars when one can almost see the "agent intellect" abstracting the
"intelligible species " from those "phantasms" which the children have gained
* fe;Vr
*
t
t
through contact with the material. % e s e are to the children moments of pure
Joy (to the teacher no less so), it is the Joy which accompanies the right
|p |
«
*
use of a faculty} and % . % o m a s remarks somewhere that what we learn with
pleasure we learn better than what we learn without pleasure*
*e can thus imagine two pictures in the mlnd*a eye; one of the great St,
% o m a s defending Aristotle against tje flatonists in the Schools of faris;
the other of *be. hontessori (six oenturies later) observing the astonished
. ■e
tk
revelations of her liberated children In her first school in the % n ¿orenso
slum at hose.

It first eight there does net seem much in common between

these pictures; but on looking oloser we shall find they are both doing the
same thing, showing forth the true nature of man*
¿earning ter Discovery
Hany of these sudden and Joyous illuminations (they are called "hontessori
% p l o a l o n s " by the teachers) are the result of intellectual discoveries of
•* ■ •' *» >.■* 1 ■ ’ ■' 0
ft-.V,Y^ >,* * * r
>Y ¿,, ■
, - ’,
■';■.
numerical or other relationships • $*ey are indeed "truths that wake to
m
" 1 11
♦
perish never, which burst like new planets into their ken. ¿pace forbids
...it '■ -‘"fj
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the multiplication of examples; what we wish to emphasise here Is that
spontaneity is one of their striking and essential features.

Indeed the

whole hontessori Method is based, and based successfully, on the spontan
eous activity of the human intellect.
systems, fop as St. 3homas says J

Hence its value as against most other

"ihere are two ways of acquiring knowledge,

(l) by invention or finding out, and (a) by discipline or learning.
** *
Hi $
Invention is the higher mode and discipline stands second. ”

P> 7
Breaking %

Truth into Simpler Parts

Qae of the reasons td^r % * Moatesaorl has been so extraordinarily
successful in teaching by “auto-education ” (or Invention) arises from the
♦

■ *■

^

* ■: -

-

' *

clearness with which she has grasped» and the originality with which she
has applied» the principle which she calls
';V> :

'

Bj.fficulties»

%alyeis and Reparation ef
if *

4he 3ays» in effect» that when we present a truth to he per*

ceived by the immature mind» and we find it beyond the power of that

to

assimilate» it is no use fretting» or coercing» or persisting in presenting
that truth! we must set about analysing it unto simpler elements» and then
present each of these separately*

Shis is also the method of
|b

H, Shomas$

r

•|

ihe truth must be broken up until something is reached which the

sees»

i*e*» until it sees a logical connection between subject and predicate.

the Spontaneity of the Intellect
#
hontessori, as we have seen» bases her method on the spontaneous
activity of the human intellect*
scholastic principles*

% . thomas taught that “the natural inclination of

#

man is toward knowing

here again she is in agreement with the

gg

$

and that

a faculty of itself does not err concerning
t
.f
its own proper object under nomas! conditions*8 3he intellect has been
I i
created to know truths and if a thing is made for a certain purpose it would

be a contradiction in terms to say that it could not reach its object.
3he phrase urider normal conditions is the most important point as far
as the present discussion is concerned.

if the Hanteaaori child reveals an
$
altogether unsuspected capacity for spontaneous intellectual ooneentratlca*
it cannot be because its intellect is any stronger than that of the child in
ordinary school*

it must be because the conditions are more favorable» for

as dt. thomaa observes» “if a faculty fails it fails per accident*."

It is interesting to note that % * Monlessor!, in her practical dealings
with children, has, if a sure instinct worked out a method which is in remarkable conformity with scholastic views regarding the nature of fagnan liberty,
She following is a summary of the main points taken from heo Jtfl*s
__

J9

« ■

A

%

'•»)

^apal Encyclical Hbertas Pgaes tantlasimua»
(l)
Ill n
(e)

^

.* »

Oily those who have the gift of reason can have true freedom.
liberty is the faculty of choosing means fitted for the end proposed,

(3 ) % e r y act of true choice is preceded by an act of «Judgment,,
n $
(4) because of the imperfection of man's nature a law is necessary
%
ip)

point out the way in conformity with reason.

$ae who acts through a power outside himself is a slave.

*s

Anyone who studies what has been written on Mbntessorits idea of
“liberty* with these points in view will realise how perfectly Ifentessori's
f
i
practice with regard to freedom in the schoolroom is in conformity with
these principles.
Other parallels could be mentioned between rational psychology and
Montessori*s ideas derived from her experiences with liberated children,
for instance the relation which exists or should exist between imagination
and reason, and also certain further details with regard to the part played
by the “agent intellect* in the formation of abstract ideas from concrete
|
*
objects. But enough has been written to show that both *bntessori *3
theory and practice fit in with what is permanent in rational psychology,
as well as with the latest discoveries in the new.

M08T£&><HU AND SHE WORLD SITUATION
2foe <&tholic Church, being founded by our Lord and guided by the Rbly
r::: |j .

-j

• •*.

■■

*a

Spirit, possesses within herself infallible standards by which she is
enabled to pass «Judgnent on the various persons, events and movements which,
from time to time, pass across the stage of history and Influence the minds
of men*

«hat is morally bad she rejects« that is good she eventually in

corporates Into her own life, thereby preserving It for future generations—
as she preserved who t was best In the ancient world after the collapse of
the Roman Anplre.
hvery new idea, whatever the sphere of Influence in Which It operates,
takes time to unfold the possibilities for good or evil which are latent
within it.

the greater the depth, power and originality of an Idea the

wider will be the field over which, as the years pass. It makes Its Influence
felt.

It is now half a century since the Montesaori idea came Into the world,

and people in every country read with astonishment of the almost incredible
doings of those small sluts children in the % n ¿orenao quarter in Rome.
Airing that period It has passed through many vicissitudes * its principles
have been examined, tested, criticised, praised and attacked from almost every
possible angle.

% b during all that time, as one decade succeeded to another,

it developed steadily, revealing its powers of expansion, assimilation, chronic
vigor, recuperation and so on,— in fact all those features which Ordinal
Sfewman, In his Sbetrlne of Davelop^ent. described as the characteristics of
any vital movement.

%

fact, when Hontessori died In 1952, she left behind

•

- V . ' .

5 ^ }
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her a movement more active than ever before.
from the very beginning there were discerning persons (among whom was
•bntessori herself) who realised that not only was there nothing contrary
*
m
:i".V ■';/ h V
to Catholic teaching and philosophy in Montessori*e ideas— but that there
actually exists a definite affinity between the psychological principles
• /.
- " ’■':** m i '■}!
underlying the Montessorl Method and those which are put into practice by

the Church in her liturgy, the one operating on the natural« and the other
on the supernatural plane.
<£ course there were plenty of individual Catholics who thought differently.
In fact there were not wanting Catholic professors of education who, without
properly understanding *bnte8sori*s ideas, or even talcing the trouble to see
them put into practice, read into her writings all sorts of heretical tenden
cies.

but the highest authorities in the Qiuroh knew better; and froa the

beginning extended their sympathy to 9r. Monteaaerl and to her work, because
they had a truer appreciation of its nature and value.
taa

mmsimoRi

ipsa a

piaoofsai

ms

a mezhqp

In a previous paragraph we have used the phrase % e bbntessori M»thod.
#
i
and it is used again many tinea in this book. But it is necessary to point
out that the use of the tern Montessori Method should be accompanied with
a certain mental qualification-one to which no one would agree more heartily
than 9r. Montesaori herself.

It has now become clear, to those who are deeply
,
acquainted with % . Montesaori*s work, that the essence of it is« not that
she has invented a new method of education, but that she has been, under
Providence, the means of making an important discovery, no less than the
discovery of the true nature of the child.

G r a n g e as it may sound, this

has been hidden from us for centuries, under the mask of deviations due to
the child's unconscious frustration at being treated in a manner which prevented
the unfolding of his true nature.

It la now a scientifically established

fact that if «sail children are treated according to certain principles they
manifest certain characteristics— physical, mental and moral— which are ao
much in advance of our usually accapted notions of how children behave that
most people find them hard to believe, unless they have had the opportunity
of seeing for themselves a well-run Msmte&sori classroom.

Children so treated—

that is, given a degree of liberty of choice among the many "motives of aetivlty
in a

specially prepared environment — show the following characteristics:

P. 3
love of work in preference to play; a real intellectual concentration and
persistence In work) an mo tional harmony and a stability which reveals
itself in their calm and orderly behavior} a love of their environment and
a natural disposition to keep it in order; a striking initiative and la*
dependence of action, which is however combined with

a willing obedience

to those in authority; an attachment to reality rather than make-believe;
a respect for the rights and property of others; a harmonious social adapta
tion to the group in which they live and work; and— most wonderful of all—
a spontaneous self-discipline; all which oust be seen in order to be believed.
MATBBAL VIRgBSB
¿¡peaking theologically these ere natural virtues.

% e y are as natural
4.

to all children (when treated in the right way) as it is for a dog to wag
*
his tail when he is pleased. % e order— physical, mental and moral— which
is revealed by these "normalisedK children is a part of the eosmie order»
»
0
and is akin to that order which keeps the stars to their appointed courses
and the atoms to their affinities.
"taken we gase at the atari» twinkling in the sky» ever
faithfully following their orbit, so steadfast in their
position» do we think *0» how good the stars are!1* ho»
we only say: ‘the stars obey the laws that govern the
universeI and we say '8bw marvelous is the order of
creation!*
"1 form of order in nature also appears in the behavior
of children.
"Order does not necessarily mean goodness, but perhaps it is
an indispensable way to obtain it.
"%fore we can reach the point where we are 'good' we must first
enter into 'the order of the laws of nature.1 % e n , from this
level, we can raise ourselves and ascend to a super-nature where
the operation of consciousness is necessary. Ofentessori)
;# *
But because these are natural virtues we have no right to neglect or
belittle them.

®br, while it ia true— as *t. Fionas Aquinas says— that "the
-#

ru

4»

0

good of a single grace is higher than the natural good of the whole universe"
it is also true— and on the same authority— that the fullest development of
the natural faculties is the best preparation for the supernatural life.

are plenty of good Catholic teachers, or those responsible for the
teachers under them, who appear to be quite indifferent to toe duty of
acquainting themselves with various methods of education, in order to find
out and follow that which is most adapted to the natural psychology of the
child,

* have myself observed in a catechism class, in which a strong-minded

(and strong*fistedi nun sat before a group of cowed-looklng children, with
|ii§
Pk
a catechism-book in one hand and a ruler la the other* % e seemed totally
oblivious to toe barbarous nature of tor method» for net an iota of doubt
troubled the serenity of her aelf*cemplaeenay. * •- ...

.

.<

tacmas Aquinas says "It is d e a r l y a false opinion to say that with
regard to the truth of faith it is completely Indifferent what one

******

about created things, provided one has the right opinion about tad* an error
about creatures reacts in a false knowledge about Sod. *

flow children are

creatures» and, if tantessorl has discovered certain basic truths with regard
to their nature and the laws of their development, it is surely our duty as
tatholic parents and educators to make ourselves acquainted with them*

tad

this, not only for the reason given by St, Thomas above, but also for the
* «* T

a.

very practical reason that we can thereby beat help the children committed
to our charge to unfold toe Sod-given potentialities within them— both natural
and supernatural.
It is with this in mind that we have devoted several chapters to to1# book
to toe delineation of tantessorl Principles; for it is impossible to apply
the tantessorl “System to the teaching of religion— or any other subject for
that natter— without seme knowledge of those principles, and of the manner
in which they should be put into practice when dealing with children*

f w Two "pohsa qg h u m a h i t y "
• ** ■'* ‘-tv ■-**■* *6-0- ••J '
taere are atill many people— even among tantessorl*a own followers— who
• * a- ‘!
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think that tantessorl*s alas to tor educational work begin and end with the
development of toe Individual,

tat, as a matter of fact, toe longer she lived

the nere vividly did she realise the immense significance of the child— or
better* of childhood— «as a hitherto unlraplemented aooial factor in the building
up of human society.

To her* childhood was ouch more than a stage through

which each individual must pass cm his way to becoming an adult.

Childhood

is an entity in itself, with a significance of its own of equal importance
to the adult stage.

% a t is why she always insisted that we must come to
t-

look upon childhood in a new way.

¿ust as we have* in the eoelesiastieal

year* two main cycles— «the Qiristmas cycle and the % s t e r cycle* one dealing
with our lord as a child and the other as an adult* each cycle of equal in*
portane#* and each complementing the other so that together they complete
the full round of the ¿dturgleel 3fear— so, in the building up of a complete
humanity* we have an equal need of these two stages.

Qaildhood and adulthood

are the two "foies of Humanity** both of equal significance and each compiementing the other.
Hbntesaorl said that the reason all the civilisations of the past have
failed is that they have been built on adult values only.

Hitherto the child,

as a constructive factor in civilisation* has been left out) he has been*
and is still* "il cittadino dimenticato, the forgotten citisen* Who has never
I
been accorded his rights;and, as a consequence, he has never been able to
contribute what ie his potentially to give.
truth in the fact that the

%

see a sort of echo of this

dispensation in the Htble began with adults*«»

and very eoon came to grief— whereas the Hew dispensation begins with a Child;
and the redemption of humanity is to be brought about by a new set of values
comparable to those of childhood* for "of such is the kingdom of heaven."
He may in fact sisamariee the significance of Nontessorl’s work as the discovery of hitherto unsuspected energies in the child* which have been placed
there by the Creator for the construction of the adult-to-be* and with him
of the society-to-be.

*$te child's constructive energy* alive and dynamic*
. ft
has remained unknown for thousands of years* just as the ama who first trod
the earth knew nothing of the immense wealth hidden in ita depths" (dmaatioq

9« 6
for | Hew »torId, p. 2).

In other words man has discovered in this century

(but as yet educators are not generally aware of it) how to liberate the
* ': ■
m
unsuspected psychic energies in childhood in the realm of the spirit, Just
as, in this same century, man has discovered how to release the hitherto
titanic energies locked up in the atom, in the realm of matter*
"Our world, says Hontessori, "has been torn to pieces and is in need of
® U
l 4
*
reconstruction j and to achieve that reconstruction she sees the need of two
t
main factors, return to religion, and the intensifying of education, «feat
she means by "the intensifying of education" is a thing so new, and so dif*
t
«
ferent from what we have hitherto read into that term, that we really need
a new word for it lest, in using it, there should still linger in our minds
ideas and prejudices which would prevent our true comprehension.

% e

child

is endowed with an inner power which can guide us to a more luminous future.
-Education should no longer be mostly imparting of knowledge, but must take
a new path, seeking the release of human potentialities.. .for the child is
the constructor of man and society.
"Education is a natural process spontaneously carried out by the human
♦
individual, and is acquired, not by listening to words, but by experiences
with the environment.

3fe& task of the teacher becomes that of preparing a
4
series of motives of activity, spread over a specially prepared environment,
and then refraining from obtrusive interference.

Human teachers can only

help the great work which is being accomplished as servants help the master.
% l y in this way— with the help of religion as the major and closely accompany
ing factor— can we build up "$i@ Hew "brld for the % w Han."
♦*
*
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% e difficulty in realising the immense significance of Op, Jfcntessorl's

work is that it presents so many different facets, each fascinating in
Itself, that it is not easy to see the movement as a «hole, with all its
separate aspects in due proportion.

<fee might compare it to a painting

on a very large canvas.

It la easy* by getting too close to one part of it,

to became so absorbed In It as to forget that It Is only a detail in a larger
whole*

Without question such details have real value in themselves and are

worthy of atucy (like the detail from Pra i&ppo idppi*s *%>parltion of the
Virgin to % i n t Bernard which adorns the oover of this book) but we should
*
1
‘
M
never forget that they belong to a greater whole and share the inspiration
of the m i n theme.
How Hbnteesorx *s work is on a vastly greater scale than most people realise,
and this lack of perception applies to many if not most of her followers.
ibr this reason it is fatally easy to regard it "spezeato" (as Hbntessorl
*
f
♦ *
would say), i.e., broken into separate pieces* % u s , you m y find Montessorlans,
and others, who think the whole secret of Mbntessorl’s genius lies in the
creation of her wonderful Hcnteasorl materials.

, % the other hand, many others

think that the most important aspect of her system is the liberty which she
gives to the children,

¿nd incidentally many of them think quite wrongly,

it is a liberty "to do anything they like.* % t at the same time they do not
t»
understand that you cannot give the sort of freedom that hontessori values
without a Prepared Environment,

Others again conceive that the whole essence

of the matter lies just in having the Prepared Environment, but they do not
realise that it is squally essential to have a properly trained directress
who acts as "the dynamic link* between it and the children for whom it was
f
t
prepared. % e n you will find many people, especially among her followers
i,

in Aeerica, who are interested in the

tessori % t h o d because under it

children usually learn to read and write fluently by the time they are six
years of age.

% e s e people are all for incorporating it, merely for that

reason, into whatever national system of education prevails in their particular
country or state.

% e y are on the wrong path, because they are quite oblivious

to the fact that they are attempting an impossible thing.

% e *bntesaori

approach is much deeper end wider than just those parts of it that have to

do with "the 3hr©e fi’a ", It is a total approach, and it is impossible to
|
a
t
♦,g
select and apply successfully bits and pieces of it,here and there, which
have to do with this or that particular subject*
It goes without saying that these different points of view reflect thenselves in different ideas as to how Hmtessori teachers should be trained*
% perhaps ought to mention here that there are also to be found plenty
of people, and this applies perhaps especially to taerica at the present
time* who are not really interested in Montessorl, except commercially.

Ihey

are mere opportunists who want to cash in on the present vogue for ttontessorl,
and heps to make a good thing financially out of running a so-called Montassori
school.

* m y of these pseudo-Montessori schools are perfect examples of the

truth of the Old lotto proverb corruptlo optima pessima. the best becomes
the worst when corrupted.

they exist, for a tine at any rate,, on the quite
■.a*

unauthorised use of the name Hmtessori, and the lamentable ignorance of many
parents as to what a true Monteasori school should be.
Much nearer to the truth than any mentioned above, and therefore much more
to be commended, are those who realise the immense potentialities to the Mbntessori
Method for bringing to the light of day that deeper and higher nature which
lies hidden to every child.

3heir aim to starting a Mcmtessori school is

buoyed up by (to use Jbntessori’a own phrase) *a faith to a child who does
ht
It f
not yet exist,
¿nd they apply the method with patience and devotion until
f
the children under them shed their deviations, as a snake its discarded skin,
and reveal those characteristics of the "normalised * child which have been,
i
#
and still are, the educational wonder of our age.
All this is excellent and most worthy of praise, as far as it goes; but
to the Qttholic hontessorian it does not go far enough,

lor these, their

final aim will not have been attained until the "natural” virtues of the
*

*

normalized child have been raised to the supernatural plane, through the
influence of sanctifying grace.

3N 9
% l here we might notice, In passing, a point already mentioned that the
flonteeaori %tfeod forms such an admirable preparation for the -wife of the
Q u i d in the Qxureh that Kontessori herself said, quite early in her educe*
cations! career, that it was not until her method was applied to the teaching
of religion that she realised that it had such significance when so applied.
¿¿ m m
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In one way or another Montessori was always reminding us that "it is easy
to pass quite d o s e to the child and yet not soo h i m 1* and thus remain blind
to his immense potentialities.
has never yet

3a fact, according to her, mankind, aa a whole,

seen" the child for what he is in himself— a mysterious entity,
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worthy of our highest consideration and reverence.
At the same tine, however, she used to point out with equal conviction
that in the past century or so, there have arisen, here and there in different
countries, certain individuals who havo quite independently of each other
actually cone to "see" the child in a new way, with a deeper understanding
$

'f :

and appreciation.
important discovery,” she says (and she is thinking of tor own discovery
f•

-s

of the hew Q u i d )

i ■*

is never an isolated one.

is occurs simultaneously in
gr

f

several places, through different people, who have nothing in common,

«hen

we say 1there are ideas floating in the air,1 wo really moan that now idoaa
and sentiments are taking shape in the minds of son, as if by s spontaneous
energy, brought into focus with the passing of time, by the ptoiyvnonon of
collective growth.

¿Htch individuals are related in a specially intimate

way to what Shakespeare calls "the spirit of the wide world dreaming on
L
V
to come.
After the passage from which we have Just quoted, *onteasori goes
?
on to give various examples of persons too havo shown this new evaluation
of the significance of childhood.
% t there are also many others, whom she does not mention: and from these
we note a few as further examples.

p* 10
Since such an insight- is more a matter of intuition than of scientific
reasoning* it is not surprising that one often finds the best expression
of it among the poets«

bordsworth was one of the first to be impressed

with childhood in this new and deeper way.

Apostrophizing the child he says*

% 9 U whose exterior semblance doth belie
% y soul's immensity;
% o u , best philosopher, who yet doth keep
% y heritage, thou % e amongst the blind
$i&t, deaf and silent, reads the eternal mind,
, Nighty Prophet, seer blest I •.....
% whom those truths do rest
•hioh we are tolling all our lives to find,
% darkness lost, the darkness of the grave.
In a remarkable little book, % c h is the Kingdom, lord Klton remarks "...the
essence of what «brdaworth says, is that childhood possesses mysterious
powers, and that it is a period of unique significance." Ofete p* 21). *ord
,,
■••■
;,■
<■■
• '| M jf§ •-5 !:>
Si ton is himself one of those sensitive individuals referred to above; and
his little volume from which we have just quoted deals almost exclusively
with the "numinous significance" of ohildhood. to take one more quotation,
im
*
■
on page 29 he says * If in children sore naturally than at any other age Is
;.... f 4*

found both the vision that can perceive the kingdom of heaven and the humility
which is the key to it, we should expect childhood to possess not only a special
sanctity but supreme significance.
....

ne say mention 0. K

f
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Chesterton as another of these who have seen the

child in a new way,

4» his Orthodoxy he says * "«feat is wonderful about child«
- v ,2
4
.
.......
hood is that anything in it is wonderful. it is not merely a world full of
miracles' it is a miraculous world...shining with the lost light of morning.
f
"1 have never lost the sense that this was my real life, the real beginning
of what should have been a more real life, a lost experience in the land of
the living.
t
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If there is one feature more than another which distinguishes Hantessori's
*

approach to the problems of education it is that* setting on one side all
preconceived theories* she was humble enough to learn from the liberated
child*

%

she herself says* her work as the interpreter of the child was

such that from it there "begins a new path wherein it will not be the prof*
essor who teaches the child but the child who teaches the professor."

%is

is* as we have hinted above* too much for most professional educators* among
whom* naturally enough# the majority still cling to theories and practices
which they have followed all their lives.

Aad the consequence is that*

while they continue to discuss endlessly all manner of theories and philosophies
of education in their learned »«Binaries* the real child* the normalised
child* passes by unseen through the midst of them.

% & t is why a certain

attitude of humility is a sin® qua non for anyone brought up on the old
methods* if he is to enter deeply into the spirit and practice of ibntessorl'a
ideas.
Bare again we may notice* in Wordsworth, a striking unity with *bntessori*s
point of view.

%

makes it clear that we should be prepared to learn from

the child»*that "Bighty prophet# seer bleat"— a state of things which seemed,
♦
f
and still seems* ridiculous to many adults unshakably secure in their own
self*suffisiency.
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$iere is another point on which we find that Wordsworth m s in a striking
and prophetic unity with Bontessorl.

Bow often did *bnteasori insist that

the work of the child is profoundly different in its nature and alas from
that of the adult!

% e work of the adult has an external aim— to build a

house, or wash the dishes* rear a family* etc.— whereas the aim of the child's
work is primarily an internal one* to create the man*that-i*-to-be.

Shis

work no one can do for him* not even the most willing and affectionate adult}
At must be done by the child himself or not at ail.

*11 that we adults can

do to help is to give hi» the means and the opportunity to carry out the long
and continuous labor of self-creation.

% t even *bntessori herself ever suc

ceeded in putting this truth more aptly and succinctly than did »¡ordsworth
in a line which she- repeatedly quoted *
" % e child is the father of the man. *
t»
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If TOS CROPS RQAft»
It is not necessary to point out that humanity today is living on the edge
of a volcano which at any moment may erupt and plunge us all into an abyss
of destruction too terrible to contemplate,

fifty years ago Bergson, in his

presidential address to the ^oeiety of feychi cal Research, pointed out that,
since the rise of modern science some three hundred years ago, oan*s scientific
energies have been largely devoted to the exploration of the laws of the physical
universe about usj and as a consequence we have learned how to harness the
forces of nature in a thousand different ways.
Hut, he continued, there has been no corresponding research into the real»
of the spirit, the human psyche.

*nd because of this there m s a danger that

the immense powers of nature in the real» of matter night eventually get out
of man's control— -a danger dramatically foreshadowed,about the same time,
in % r l %pek 's great play

" in which the Bobots, created by man, rose
f

|

up in rebellion against him to destroy him.

Bow true was Sapek'a prophetic

insight we have since come to realise— only too painfully— in the awful and
ever-present threat of the nuclear bomb.
A few years before her death, in B3ae formation of % n . " Nontessori wrote *
ft

*

•‘

Vs

#

"It is commonplace to assert that there exists a lack of balance between
the .miraculous progress of his environment and the arrest of development
suffered by man himself...

P, 13
* % might compare the advancement of outer and material progress to that
of a powerful nation which invades and crushes a weaker one and, as always
happens in barbaric warfare, the vanquished is enslaved by his own environ*
raenfc because he has remained weak in comparison with the environment ,.. ‘% v e r
before did h m a n helplessness reach that extreme point witnessed in our days,
£
Again referring to applied forces of nature which have got out of hand,
she says *

•-

master of all is mysterious entity. % g tyrant is all
powerful like a god* it is the material environment that is
swallowing up man.
% e other day »a young baker, who worked in a big mechanical
bakery, had his hand caught between the wheels, which then
entrapped his whole body and reduced it to a pulp, fe that
not a symbol of the conditions in Which mankind languishes,
unconsciously, a victim of its environment ?
Uhls environment can be compared to that colossal engine
which can produce fabulous quantities of food, and the work
man entrapped represents our unwary and Imprudent humanity
which is grabbed and crushed by what should give it abundance.
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Sappily there is a brighter side to the picture! and humanity has not been
abandoned by its Creator to an ineyitable annihilation,

though it is true

that there have never been let loose such terrible forces of destruction as
threaten us today, it is also true that in this same century, which has
witnessed the two most terrible wars in history, there has come into existence
a new understanding of the child and his potentialities.

% have actually

witnessed the liberation of spiritual energies in childhood which can be
directed into constructive channels, and so help to save humanity from the
doom which threatens it.

"^his * says Jfentessori, "is no coincidence but a
I*
f
|
direct ordering of Providence, one of those happenings linked up with the
Spirit which often ordains and directs events in contrast to the ways of
human logic.

Instruction and reconstruction, war and peace, must meet each

other when one epoch comes to an end and another begins,M
ization and the O'ild *)

(lecture on "Civil

p. 14
if* as the great psychologist dung suggests* it was the fallen angels
whose aim Is always destruction who, through the inspiration of certain
scientists revealed to mankind how to release and use for destruction the
energies locked up in the atom, so it would seem that there was a Irvine
Providence working to bring about those first revelations of those spiritual
energies in the souls of children, In the first *<hg.a del bambini * in Rome
in 1907.

Significant in this contest is the following extract from Montes*

sori’s own account of it in the Secret of Qiildhopd.

Recalling those first

miraculous months "when we seemed to be living in a fairy tale*” she says,
"How often did 1 not reprove the children’s teacher when she told me of the
(wonderful) things the children had done of themselves.
impresses m e 1 ? would reply ’is the truth.’

* % e only thing that

% d 1 remembered that the teacher*

without taking offense and often moved to tears, replied 1%>u are rightI
kfaen X see such things X think it must be the holy angels who are inspiring
♦
P
the children.’*
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lb avoid giving a distorted impression it must be emphasised again that,
though the liberation of the constructive psychic energies in the normalised
child has given us a new hope and a new power working toward the creation
of a better humanity, we must not delude ourselves into thinking that they
will be sufficient by themselves.
view.

$aat would be a humanitarian point of

After all it still remains true that we are a fallen race; and that

humanity can no more raise Itself to a supernatural level by its own efforts
than ”a man can lift himself tp by his own boot straps.*
f- '

Religion must

♦

always remain the prime factor in bringing about a renovation of human
society— religion, first and always.
Ibis would seem a truism to Christians of any denomination.

Hut what has

not been so generally reeognised*~and this goes for Catholics as well as
others— is this, that in the past the beneficial effects of the efforts to

p* 15

teach religion have been-limited by a lack of understanding of the natural
goocn-is which is latent In all children *

5h© -all^ as every Q*Hiolic admits.

orinimi aia» there ¿till ¿-emaine la human nature a great potentiality fop
natural goodness.

%wLa natural goodness, which reveals itself in

i■;

children is, (as pointed out above, ¿a part of the universal order,
that which keeps the stars in their courses.
**s need not repeat what we have said on this matter above , but pause only
for1 a moment to underline the fact that whenever religion has been taught
to children without a practical understanding of the relationship between
natural a n d ,supernaturalgoodness, it has, apart from miraculous intervention,
fallen short of its fullest possible effect*

inis is only another way of
hi

stating the truth of ^ontessorl*s remark quoted above that “to lift humanity
f

out of Its present predicament we need two fac tors "“"religion agg^ an *intensified
education.1

m m m a *xm m m ^ i m

of

spucmon

ideas across was that she was obliged to use words in current circulation.
“because there are no others"» but very often these failed to convey her full
*.. '■
* _
meaning.
w
we really need , she would say, "is a new vocabulary.9 As
already noted above we saw how different is her meaning of the word "work”

or peace,

sne is nos using the word education at all with the same connotation
t

that we usually give it.

* % must realise,* she says, "that the problem of

P
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reconstruction Is not confined, to schools as they are conceived today* and
is not concerned with methods of education more or less practical* more or
less philosophical.

M% need a scientific inquiry Into human personality,
♦ ♦■
and w© liave before us in the child a psychic entity of immense magnitude, a
veritable world-power if rightly used.*

("SSueatlon for a % w World*I "If

salvation and help are to come, it is from the child, since the ehlld is the
constructor of man.* "Education should no longer be primarily concerned with
'I | •
the imparting of knowledge, but must take a new path, seeking, the release
of human potentialities.*
f

* % d this reconstruction requires the elaboration
f

of a »science of the human spirit.** *lt is patient work, an endeavor based
V «•
on research to which thousands of people, devoted to this aim, must contri
bute.*
f

But you may say*
*\

"there is nothing new in thisI

there are thousands of

f*

people doing educational research today, piling up statistics of all sorts."
GrantedI but there is a profound difference, a difference so great that it
cannot be exaggerated.

% d moreover it is a difference which cannot even

be conceived by the majority of educators today,
to explain this properly would need several pages, but— trying to put it
in the briefest terras— we can say that the overwhelming volume of educational
research going on today is, by comparison, of little or no value, beeapae
it. la -based .on. .the studs: of. deviated children.

% d this is bound to be the

case until, and unless, those who are making the research base their con
clusions on the observation of normalized children.

$o build up volumes of

research and statistics, based on the behavior of deviated children will not
help us in this new science of the study of man— of normalised man.

It is

not at all easy for teachers and professors of education to understand (and
harder still for them to admit it if they do) that this endless research on
the behavior of deviated children is as futile as trying to understand the
true behavior of a rational being such as man by observing the instinctive

P* 17
behavior of pats in a cage.

me.
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*he revelation Of the characteristics of normalised children has opened
up an entire new world of educational research— Its aim la to discover, at
each succeeding stage in the individual’s development, the characteristic
of normality that belong to it*

other words its aim is to discover that

stronger, better organised, more harmonious, more intelligent, more spontane
ously industrious, more socially adapted personality, which will be revealed
at each stage of development by allowing children to live freely in a specially
prepared environment, or rather, in a successive series of such prepared
environments, corresponding to the well-«mown stages in human development.
"Education must proceed upon a path lit up by these revelations, just as
»
common medicine is based on the vis aedlcatrix naturae, on the curative
forces already existing in nature, and as hygiene is based on the natural
functions of the body.

So assist life— that is the first and fundamental

principle.8
oiuuwo
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“i may affirm,“ says *ontessorl, “that the revelations
of the child are not at all difficult to obtain, the
real difficulty lies in the adult’s old prejudices
concerning him. It lies in the total lack of under*
standing, and in the veil, which an arbitrary form of
education based only on htman reasoning and still more
on the unconscious egotism of man and his pride as a
Nominator have been weaving, so that the values of wise
nature are hidden.
A kind of amour oropra withheld (and withholds ) the
attention of the great, in the sphere of education from these
manifestations, which none the less were connected with an
unknown factor of a psychological nature* Sfous an obstacle
was put in its way— an unsurmountable barrier was raised
between that illuminating experience and those very
people who by virtue of their culture should have been able to
interpret and utilise it.
“toother for® of prejudice was the conclusion of those
scientists— who had never studied and lived with normalised
children— that the mental facultiesof children under five years
of age are impermeable to any form of culture. % u s , in the
name of science, a kind of tombstone was placed over our
experiments •

p.* x8
hid yet the fact of the existence and nature of normalised children can
b e verified by anyone who will take the trouble to look for them in any
well-run Montessort class»

% e mental attitude of many of these teachers

and professors reminds one of the story of the man who, at the zoo, saw a
giraffe for the first time, and exclaimed *1 don*t believe it**
f*

■ r
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Why was it that the Montessori Movement which mede such stir in the ®.S,A.
about 30 years ago disappeared after a brilliant start,

¿b completely was

this so that a Catholic publisher, in returning a M3 on the * % f e of Madame
Montessorl* remarked, in the letter accompanying the rejection of the MS# that
4
"Montessorl in this country was just a n
in the past history of education,
4 * | *-. />// ' *> ) 1, * .
•
t-'-''V/"* ■/?-'
and had no present interest or significance*
*o the above even the reply
is that the high and mighty ones in the sphere of education never really
understood Its real import.

3hey did not recognise it for what it really

is, an entirely new and total approach to the whole question of education,
but merely regarded it as a new-fangled way of teaching reading and writing.
Xi they did anything at all about it they tried to fit it into the already
fixed and established national systems of education.

%
4

general one could

.

say about it what 8. &, Qaesterton once seid about Oaris tiani ty— *not that
■*

■1■'

|

it was tried and found wanting but rather that it was not wanted and was
not tried1.*

f

% e n the professional educators read the account of the

explosion into

writing

and the other wonderful things that happened in *bntessorl*s schools,
♦
they could not get sway from the Idea that all these things happened because

of Montessori’s unusual personality, and as the result of a new method she
had Invented.
the problem.

% e herself says, “they thought that it was 1 who had solved
:S ‘
*
% © mentality of these people could not conceive the idea that

the nature of eh iMhood can offer a solution to a problem we adults cannot
solve."... "She correct thing to have said in the faceof such facts would have
I
f'
been, »let us study these phenomena, let us work together in order to penetrate

P. 19
into the secret of the human psyche*1

-But it was impossible for them to under

stand that from the depths of the child’s soul we can draw something new,
something useful to all of us* some light that would clarify the obscure causes
of human behavior.- ... "Meanwhile many people said to me *?bu do not realise
f t
what you have achieved! ?ou are not aware of the great work you have done l1
They insisted on thinking that 1 was the oause. turn l continued* year after
*.illPX
f
If
year* pointing to the child and its wonderful powers they looked at me instead,
as at an educator and founder of a new method*

... "It was impossible for
t
'♦*
them to accept simply the evidence of the facts. % e facts in their opinion,
It .
had to be seme a d u l t s achievements • somebody had either to produce them or
imagine them.*
t
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When people ask— as they often do— what do you think are the future
prospects of the Nontessori Movement in the Malted States (or any other
<#|
country)* there is no certain answer. It depends. % e r e will be nothing
automatic either about its acceptance or rejection.

*hen our lord sent Mis

disciples out into all the different parts of the world to preach the Oospol*
who could have prophesied that the good seed would grow boat in the European
countries, and melee no corresponding headway in the Orient?

% e r e it a real

danger that the Mentosaori Movement may flisle out again in the Malted States*
as it did >0 years ago— "not wanted end therefore not tried. *
f
t
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iferk and ominous as is the world situation today* with its threat of an
indescribably dreadful doom* it is not without gleams of that hope "which
f

springs eternal." In every country there are atill millions of people who
I $
think that somehow or other something may happen— some movement arise— which
will save humanity.

Mere then this* in every country* as we have seen above*

there are individuals who have seen a new vision of the significance of

P* 20
childhood and its potentialities for the betterment of society.

And now—

as though to define it more clearly and more clearly to point out the way—
has come Mmteasori with her discovery of the "normaliaed child," who is no
t
i
longer a vague hope hut a verifiable scientific fact. In every civilised

$r
country there are groins of individuals who, having seen for themselves
these new children, see in them the first step toward the betterment of
society.

% e y now share Montesaori*s belief in the further implementation

of the "human potential."
*
t
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Although Manteasorl never doubted the immense potentialities for social
reconstruction latent in childhood, which could he made actual by her
intensified education, the later years of her life were rather overshadowed
*
*
b y a sense of frustration at the slow progress made in the dissemination and
acceptance of her ideas.

% e realised that this was due, more fch«n to anything

else, to the *Wlls of prejudice," which rose up as obstacles to the under*
♦
t
standing and practice of her principles•
In one of the last conversations which the present writer had with
Moniessori— in 1950, two years before her death— this subject came up for
discussion, and the hot tores sa expressed herself along the following lines.
£ha pointed out that in the history of the European civilisation a remarkable
phenomenon has repeated itself in different centuries,

«hen in any particular

epoch there arises in human society some universal need, accompanied by a
universal longing (conscious or unconscious) to have it met, th?n we find
*
ft
that, from the heart of the Qithollc Church, there arises some new spiritual
movement in response to that need. In Mis wisdom and charity the Almighty
*“'V
*< * # ■■-a* ■
raises up certain individuals, or groups of individuals, who start a new
movement, generally in the form of a new religious order.

Such was the monastic

movement in the fourth century started by $t. Benedict and carried on through
the centuries in monastic centers throughout Europe.

% a l n the Prusades
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came into existence in answer to a universally felt desire to rescue and
preserve the Holy Places from the daracens.

Hore successful, because store

spiritual in their methods, were the two great movements started in the 12th
century by those great spiritual geniuses,

Francis end ^t. ibainio.

Mendicant Orders, with surprising suddenness, brought their nessage of hope
and consolation and renewed spiritual life into every city, town and village,
three centuries later saw the rise of another great spiritual movement.

the

the Society of desus,whose members formed the pope's wonderfully trained and
disciplined "shock troops" against the ravages of the heretics,

they brought,

as they still do, the light of reason and sanity, inspired by grace, te bear
upon the many and various intellectual problems which everywhere disturbed
sincere persons in a world confused by the spread of false doctrines.
"In truth,” said Monteasori with conviction in the conversation referred
to above, "what we need is a new religious feder ("ci vuole »y»e nuova ordine
religiose),

and continued in the following vein, "Here an 1, and I have
.■/ . ;....... ..........

•■■■<,
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been working all ay life for the rights of the child, for the recognition
of childhood as 'the Other poie of Humanity,' striving incessantly to ww k e
people realiae the almost infinite possibilities for social reconstruction
latent in the child If he develops properly— for ¿0 years 1 have been doing
$

this, and look how little really has been accomplished.

'

As individual work

ing alone can be compared to a man digging by himself in a field whereas the
work of a religious order, by comparison, is like that accomplished by a
bulldozer."

IMS AUtd OF YUS MSW QftDJffi
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Many religious orders in the past have been founded for lesser and more
local aims— for the education, for instance, of a particular stratus of
society in a particular country} or for the betterment of fcfeig group or that.
Hut here we have an aim so vast, so all-embracing, so many-sided that, as
we have said above, it is not easy to see the movement as a whole.

Hut the
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more one Is able to do so, the more does one feel that only the many-sided
but unified activities of a religious order« inspired by divine charity«
could cope with a work of such magnitude, holding its parts together in an
organised and disciplined unity.
%ke immediate work of the order would be to make known Montessori’s
great discovery of the characteristics of normalised children; and it would
do this in the most practical way by setting up schools in every country
where the " % w Children" could be seen In actual being,

("it has always

been the children, in the last analysis, who have propagated my method.")
Jh such an order, in which scientific research and training would go
hand in hand with complete dedication to spiritual ends, there would not be
the danger of an undue emphasis being placed on this or that separate aspect
of the work, to the exclusion of others, resulting in a sort of lopsided
view of the whole.

*or a religious order has a hierarchy of authority
sc

under a supreme head; has division of labor according to particular individual
gifts; has a wide field for strategic planning} and the whole living struc
ture held together by the golden bond of monastic obedience.
a

uagamoai "taittp < w w n
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Shia would not mean, of course, that there would be any idea of confining
the use of Vontessori principles to religious.

%

the contrary Nantessorl

herself suggested that there would be a large part to be played by lay people,
who would dedicate themselves to the work in a manner similar to that of
members of % i r d Orders in the Dominican, Franciscan and Qaraelite movements,
?i
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and in the same spirit.
Still less would there be any idea of trying to confine the Montessori
Movement to Qithollcs, religious or lay.

Just the opposite In fact, for the

whole aim of the order would be to make known Montessori’s Ideas on education
among "the children of this day and generation" as well as among "the Children
of tight.

Mat the order itself would aot as the incandescent center of a
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world-wide movement, bringing with it a passionate but disciplined seal» and
acting as a beacon that lights up the way for others.

«ah FOUR 6PUERSH OF ACTIVITY
A *bntessori religious order such as Dbnteasori envisaged would have four
main spheres of activity*
i)
' *
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the application of Montessorl principles
.
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to the training of the next generation from the kindergarten» or "under-fives"»
onward to adolescence.

In discussing the matter with % n a % c ch er on i, hbnfces-

sori explained that in the child*s first years» those of the "Absorbent hind",
great amphasi3 would be laid upon what one might call mental hygiene.

Just

as there are many hospitals and maternity homes run by religious in which
the laws of physical hygiene are known and meticulously followed» so on this
order the laws of mental hygiene would equally be studied and as meticulously
followed.

%

this she meant that children should be treated in such a way

as to bring out» from the beginning» the characteristics of normality which
she discovered,

«he child would be the center of everything, and everything

would be oriented about the physical and mental and spiritual needs of his
development.

%

this account all the adults working with the children would

have a special training! l.e., they would be, in fact, Montesaorl Direct
resses .

% e application of Abatesaori principles up to the age of 12 years

has already been carried out In a number of schools.

Ifoeir further appliesa.

tion to the age of adolescence has never yet been completely carried out,
in the manner Hmteasori suggested in her
could be done eventually by the new order,

lectures} this, too,
(«his subject, the Dbform of

Secondary -Education on Nontessori lines, is dealt with in a forthcoming
book, whiei. is already In preparation.)

Ps
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2) Honteasorl In the Home— »A second "ana8 of the Montessori order would
•*
*...
I
f
he directed, toward the helping of parents In their dealings with their own

children in the hone,

¿ince Monte3sori,s definition of education is an "aid

to life” it is clear that it begins at birth. In fact it begins before
‘' ' ..
...... : ... *
birth; and prior to her death, Montessori founded a special kind of maternity
home in Borne— which still functions,

its aim is to instruct expectant mothers,

not only how to take care of their ne wl y- bc m physically but also mentally ,
from the moment of their arrival into this most puzzling world.
Incidentally it is interesting to note that experience has shown that,
taking it all around, parents are much quicker to appreciate the value of
Montessori ideas than are many teachers and professors.

Shis is no doubt

because— -as was the case with *ontessori*s first assistants in Borne«-parents
have not been trained, as teachers have, along the eld lines and methods.
Also because the maternal instinct quickens their whole mental attitude toward
Infantile psychology and toward anything else which bears on the life of
their newly-arrived offspring.

Shore is an immense scope for the dissem

ination of Montessori*s principles in the home, a work which has never been
fully written up end properly organised, though already much has, and is being
done in this sphere, in connection with many Montessori schools.
% e more Mwatessori principles are practiced in the homes, the less
"deviated* would the under-five children become before they came to their

y,

r

first class, and the quicker would bo their process of "normalisation through
work" when they did come to school.
f
}) She Ga in in g of Montessori teachers
*

*

.
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She third branch of a Montessori
’4*' * i

order would bo the setting up, and operating of training colleges for the
formation of Montessori directresaos.

% i s would be a necessity, for, Just

as it is true to say, ®Mo Prepared %vironment, no Montessori School,* so
$

*

^

f

it is equally true to say, *Mo trained Montessori directress, no Mbntessorl
f.
School." Shis is because there exists in the Montessori % s t e m a trinity,
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which is one and undivided« made dp of (I) the children, (II) the Prepared
* *

« ♦ *

a

Environment, and ( H I ) the *bntessori directress¡ and if anything goes amiss
******
**
i n the proper functioning of any one of these three something Invariably goes
wrong with the whole•
%

an essential part of this third "ana, * the training of teachers, would
I
#
be the formation of a sort of vigilance committee of % p e r t s , which would
include all lay people, (and non-Catholics also) of long Ebntessori 0x1v<;i?nee.
• .*• • ■
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The aim of this committee would be to guard the name *entessorl and the move
ment that goes under it from the encroachment of other and alien educational
ideas and practices which would undermine the fundamental principles on which
the Ümtessori Method is based.

% i s would not mean that such a Cbmmittee

would act in ary way as a brake upon the true and genuine development of
Montessorl principles and techniques in new and fresh spheres of influence
end practice} hut It would make sure that these were "true and genuine
f

developments in the sense that Mswman uses the phrase in his famous classic,
fogtriae gf flgyqlgPBfint*
4)

The Teaching of Bellglon— 3fae fourth and the most valuable sphere

in which a Mcntessorl religious order would operate, would be the teaching
of religion, a work for which by its very nature, it would be specially
qualified*

% i § would imply the teaching of religion along Montessorl prin

ciples, which is the theme of the present book.
%

have shown elsewhere how close is the affinity between the psychology

of the Mantesaori Method and that of the Catholic liturgy and how apt is
the former for giving instruction in the latter«-and we indicated at the
same time how vast la the field of valuable and rewarding research waiting
to be explored.

% e emphasis which the Ecumenical Qcuncil has just placed

o n the liturgy and the teaching of the liturgy— sc that the faithful can
take the fullest part in it— la like a finger pointing to the special
propriety of founding a Monteasori religious order at thlp moment in the
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history of the Qiurch.

% e r e havealready been a number of indications in the past that the
4k"'' ;x
....
founding of such an order would be considered with sympathetic attention by
those in the highest ecclesiastical positions.
Pope Benedict

&?, who

Already in 1926 His Holiness

was personally acquainted with Hr. Hontessorl, had set

such a high value on her work that he asked her to draw up a syllabus for
use in Qathollo schools $ but unfortunately he died before this project j&l
carried into execution.

% have already noted (page

) that the late Holy

father, -John xsillt in addressing a Monfcessori Ajngress in Venice. when he
was Patriarch said, **% is possible to see a clear analogy between the mission
#i
of the Hood ¿hepherd of the Qiurch and that of the prudent and generous educator
in the Hontessori % t h o d , who with tenderness, with love, and with a wise
evaluation of gifts, knows how to discover and bring to light the most hidden
virtues and capacities in the child."
t
normalised child.I
g$j

( % a t is, the characteristics of the

to*'

fH& KQat&saoai method

amp the Lynmar

It would take far too much space were we to mention all the various con
nections which Hontesaori had in her long life with many end various »embers
of the hierarchy in different countries, and the many tributes which they
paid to her and her work both during her lifetime and at her death*

% e was

well aware that her work for the Qiurch would have but little permanent value
without the support of the authorities} and— like a true daughter of the Qiurch—
she was always willing to submit her educational ideas and practices to those
whose business it is to evaluate, in the light of Catholic theology and
philosophy, all new movements which have a bearing on social and moral life.
Montesaorl herself, from the very beginning, had the feeling that there
was something providential about the manner in which her life

as

a university

lecturer and practicing physician, was ccopletely and unexpectedly diverted
to the sphere of education,

kt 1917, in a letter to Hls %eellency Ordinal
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Powpili, she wrote,
* % c h of us to called to serve God within the limits that
Goa has ordained, ana in the fora H b has willed} and ray service
Is the offering of my work, f believe that this method, of
education la the instrument God placed in ray hands— for His ends.*
-
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% e more oneconsiders the Hontessori Movement as a whole, its unpremeditated
and astonishing beginning, its universal appeal and development to so many
countries, its history and development, its beneficial operation to the
natural and to the supernatural planes, its immense potentialities for good»*
not only for individuals but for toe Qdurch, and through the Church for humanity
at large— the more the conviction grows upon one that the founding of such a
religious order to carry on her work would be at once a fulfillment of her
lifelong desire to serve toe Church, and a divine seal set upon toe vow which
she and her first followers took before toe % e s s e d Sacrament to 1910*
% f o r e toe majesty of God X desire to consecrate myself to
the service of the Catholic.<hureh, offering myself as a holo
caust to Xesus Qhrist our lord. X desire to follow toe path
of His divine will, embracing my sweet cross with toe intention
so truly to live that, if it be His will, toe Qiureh of Christ,
in a reformed humanity, may triumph midst toe splendors of
civilisation.

It la the earnest request of toe editor, and his collaborators, that those
who have read tola book and appreciated its contents would Join to praying
for toe intention that almighty God, in His love and wisdom, would raise up
some individual or group of individuals, who, under toe inspiration of toe
Holy -spirit, would found such an Order— which would be to fact (if not to name)
'

an Order of the Servants of

%ie Children of Idaht.
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